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The 5th ie1d Artillery Regiment (F.C.A.) was formed in 1959, 
getting .the nucleus of its personnel from the 50th Infantry Battalion 
(F.0.A.). ' Its members quickly adapted to their changed role and in 
a short period became competent in the use, for them, of new weapons 
tactics and techniques. 	The test of a Battery or a Regiment is 
its capability to put down Artillery fire where and when it is needed. 
The 5th Regiment has professionally demonstrated during Artillery 
exercises and firing, practices in Glen of Imaal that it can meet 
this requirement. 	It can be very proud of the high standard which 
it has achieved in, what is a short period in the history of a unit. 
This standard could not have been attained and maintained but for 
the enthusiasm and,dedication shov;n by all members of the Regiment, 
both P.D.. and F.J.A.., over the years. 

T thank the iegimnt for its contribution to the Artillery Corps 
since its formation, I congratulate it on its 21st anniversary and 
I wish it well in the future. 

1-'0 L 011,1  E L 

(T .L. McDunphy) 

DIRECTOR. OF .thTILLRY. 
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LYDONHOUSE BAKERY 
GALWAY 

Producers of the highest quail 
read and confectionery and a 

range of crusty fancy bread 
roducts are available daily 

fresh from LydonHouse 

Bake Shops and 
all good 

ughout the 

odstores 

west, 

TEA TIME EXPRESS BAKERY DUBLIN 

One of the most exclusive cakes in Ireland is 

/ I 	produced by lea Time Express in a variety 

- 	of flavours and finishes. Available at 
Tea Time Express Dawson Street and 

- 	 Dunlaoghaire, and LydonHouse Sake 

Shops, Galway. 

LYDONHOUSE 
FROZEN FOODS 

A wide range of high 
quality frozen foods are 

exported from LydonHouse 

Food Processing plant in 
Tipperary to Germany, where we 

rate second highest in the market, 

Belgium, Holland and U.K 
We provide a complete meal  

of quality food which is 

convenient for the individual 

consumer and the small or 

large catering organizations. 

GROUP OF COMPANIES 

-c... ) HEAD OFFICE 

MAYORALTY HOUSE 

FLOOD STREET 
C GALWAY 

RESTAURANTS AND BARS 	 TEL( 091 ) 21286 I 21711 

A warm welcome awaits you at all LydonHouse 

Restaurants where you are assured of good food 

and drink pleasent atmosphere, courteous service 
and value for money. Visit any LydonHouse - in Galway 

LydonHouse Restaurant Cellar Bar & Lounge, Cellar 

Grill, Galleon Grill SalthIl Tea Garden Shopping 
Centre, Paddy BurkesClarinbridqe and the Galleon 

Grill & Bistro, Limerick. 

, 	 LYDONHOUSE CATERING SERVICE 
Planning a small porty,  , a wedding or conference of 

any size? LydonHouse Catering Division otters a wide range 

of catering services for all functions Large or small 

Full details may be obtained on request from Head Office. 
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The 5th Field Artillery Regiment will be of age in October, 1980. 
Twenty-one years have passed since that fateful day when, 
Cal. J.P. Kane, and his regular training cadre arrived in 
Dun Ui Nhaoiliosa from Nullingar, to form the Unit. 	One of 
Whom still proudly serves on today, Regimental Quarter Master 
Sergeant Bobby Gander. 	The 50th Bn. Galway, the Gort Bn. 
and the Tuam Bn were to he the nucleus of the 4th Fd. Arty. 
Bty, the 7th By. Nor. Bty and the 13th  By. For Bty 
respectively. 

Much sweat, tears and not a little laughter went into this task 
by all concerned. 	The success of which is eisily gauged when 
one considers, the achievements of the Regiment to-date and its 
current level of performance. 	Nowadays its not uncommon for the 
Unit to annually supply three or four Guards of Honour, compete 
successfully in small arms competitions, conduct artillery 
deployment exercised and firing practices, individually by Btys, 
and collectively as a Regt. These are carried out on Annual 
Camp in the Glen of Imaal, when the Camp is occupied and 
administered by the Unit from its own resources. 	To achieve 
this standard requires a high level of training from all 
Ranks, P.D.F. and 1".C.11. alike. 	The co-operation and 
enthusiasm shown by everyone makes anything possible, and 
highlights the value of teamwork. 	This results from the efforts 
of those associated with the Unit throughout the years, for which 
we are very grateful. 

It is on this past work that we build the present and prepare 
for the future, remembering we are only as good as our next 
performance. 

Finally a special Thank you to 2/Lt., -amonn Brennan, for 
undertaking the unenviable task of editing and nroducing the 
21st Anniversary Magazine. 	May the next 21 years be as happy 
and productive for all, as those just passed. 

J OON HJLL 



Integration was a word bandied about early in 1959.  I could be 
forgiven for thinking that it could not happen to me. 	It did. 
It was like this: I was happy enough even with the stern living of 
the fifties le. economically speaking. 	There was little happening 
in the military firmament. Suez was over and Premier Sir Anthony 
Eden of England was struggling with his disgrace bravely being shored 
up by the die-hard true blue Tories. There was a so called and easily 
forgettable Border campaign" intermittently going on just to the 
north of where we were then stationed, Mullingar's 3 Field Artillery 
Regiment. 	I rejoiced in the rank of Comrnandart and the title of 
Second in Command to that stern and stirling Officer Commanding, Col. 
Mark Harrington. 	There was internmert in the Curragh but it did not 
impinge on such as me at all. 

But perhaps I diagress and I must start to find and found 5 Field 
Artillery Regiment around the shores of Galway Bay. 	General Patrick £ 
Mulcahy was our Chief of Staff ( he was to retire before Integration 
took place) and he presided at a Conference at Military College, 
Curragh Camp where he outlined proposals for bringing FCA Batteries, 
Squadrons and Battalions into the Old Brigades and indeed new Brigades 
That's what Integration was about basically. 	We all thought that 
this was going to be a great boon not alone organisation wise ( and 
it was to an extent) but we also persuaded ourselves that in hank. 
opportunity it would bring promotions galore for Offrs. and NCOs. 
Not so. 	Civil Servants and others whose minds are bent towards 
skinflintingly preventing an odd few bob going the Army's way, as 
always, had the final word. 	That seemed to us to be: Ufl0  what ye 
like with re-organisation of the Defence Forces but 	t have any 
increase In ranks and there will we no extra funds." 	It reminded, us 
then of the saying: "If we had eggs e could have rashers and eggs 
if we had rashers". 

There must have been something wrong with me then - I felt that there 
was always something wrong with me militarly - as I wasprornoted'to 
Command of the new j Field Artillery Aegiment with H.Q. in Dun Ui 
Mhaoiliosa, Galway with the rank still of commandant. 	One had to mo 
a growing family, find a house, schools, etc. with no disturbance 
allowance. 	Changed a 'olt Since. 

Thee were the hardship days. 	soldierink 	tilt was the name it wenl 
by. 	It was likewise with that fine band 	iho vetU1ed Neat of 
the Shannon with me On tii t fateful - 	 >)tfl October, 
1959. 	It was "I"Day and by that evenir by 	 iViOU,, we were 
Integrated or on the .';y to it. 	Or were we ' 

Before 1 left 	Midlands - 	 . 9 	 . 	 - \ 
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that was about to take place, the wonders and mysteries of artillery, 
what a Line Corps it was and a new and Better FCA life with the Gunners. 
Things like more equipment,'more instructors and a new Esprit de Corps 
were to be the order of the day. 	I had a couple of hundred copies 
of this manifesto published and duly distributed. 	Great stirring 
gather-round-the-new-Flag-stuff. 	It did not turn out that way tho'. 
On paper it was super. My pen had flowed freely but there was a flaw, 
of course , of which I was not even then so naive as to under rate. 
How could I wean these Infantry bode of differing Infantry Battalions, 
and orse still, seerate F.C.A. areas with totally differing 
loyalties and even liguistic back grounds to a new organisation and a 
new arm of the Service ? Difficult? 	You can say that again 

f'ter Lj. years hard slogging I felt that North Galway (Tuam H) 13 Bty 
and South Galway (Gort M) 7 Bty were induced to accept fairly 
freely, finally the new concept. 	It was different with L Bty, H(. 
Galway Gity. 	Their tradition they felt was unbreakable and they 
could but grudgingly be seduced. 	They wanted to wear their old 
badges, Flashes, etc. of old 50 BN (BOA). 	I must have had  great 
lorebearance and tact, mind you. I had to admire them even when 
the late Comdt. Sean Cullinse.E. Bty Comdr. (and formerly 50 Bn 
Commander) was at his most exasperating. 	He was annoying, 
frustrating, generous, enjoyable and original. 	He was great and 
we loved him. 	ie admired him for his stuborn adherance to a 
glordous past and especially a past strewn with Command and all 
Army tif1e trophies and other splendours. 

The other 3attery Commanders were equally admirable but in different 
ways. 	'here would one get a sounder man than Coindt. Torn Higgins of 
7 Bty. Tuam and Korth Galway ? Easy but sound company at conference 
table or convivial table. 	Intelligent, just, compassionate, even 
tempered, never ruffled nor ruffleable. 	Thank you, Tom. You 
made my lead lighter. 

Comdt. Martin Jolan N.T. of (ort's 7 Bty. 	uhat a character 	'hat 
a talker 1. 	Such a story-teller. 	One couldn't keep to any agenda 
with him at a conference. 	He'd drag us back to 1940  when there was 
a row at Peterswell or was it Castledaly as if it had acu:te 
relevance to the 1960s. Sure, maybe it had. 	If he felt in the mood 
he'd conjure an ambush in 1921  also. 

Martin's first shoot in the Glen was his best. 	It was a miracle 
also. 	He carefully worked out co-ordinates and OT angle and radioed 
back to the 120 mm mortars. a mile - or was it 2 miles ? - aiay behind 
the hills and at 	up came 28 lbs of a direct High Explosive 
Target round. 	He was bewildered. 	So were we. 	He demolished the 
bush in the centre of the small area target with the first shot. 
"Fire for efrect" did the rest. 	He was rightly chuffed. 	There was 
nothing to it. 

little anecdote I can't let pass. 	Some months a&o  I was dining 
with a party consisting 01 a Galway couple, Professor and Mrs. Burke, 
a few midianders and some 	friends at San Antonio, Texas - the 
Hilton of course. 	'nd where are you from Mrs. BurKe," I said. "Its 
Go. Galway and you vou1d.n' t know the small place, very unimportant", 
"Tell me please", I said. 	"I know the county well." 	'You'd hardly 
know it - its a little place in South Galway called irdrahan". I said 



I knew it well and asked her if she knew Martin Dolan. 	"A'asn' t he 
my first National School teacher", she said. 	Small. world. 	But then 
who could forget such a teacher ? Mrs. Margaret Burke was indeed 
a person mostpriviliged as were all her class mates. 

We had many snags when we came to set up a new Brigade stretching from 
North Donegal to North Clare. 	Col. Paddy Kearins was our new Bde 0/C 
and he has his hands full with a new Artillery Regt, Cavalry Sqn. Supply 
and Transport Coy, Engineer Coy, etc. 	The 1st Battalion (An Cead 
Cathlan) was the only regular unit and we were dubbed"na cuartoiri 
(the visitors) and perhaps worse when we piled into disturb them as 
they hadn't been since 1940. 	We finally wrestled as best We could 
with problems aplenty with each other in our Regiment, with the other 
new units and with the Cead Cathlan. 

Armies are wonderful organisations. 	Ihe people in them make things 
work, make things fit into place despite the best endeavours of be - 
grudgers, thwarters and obstacle builders in strange places. 	Thats 
how it appears to the soldier who at times says: "Get out of my way 
and let me get on with the real job". 

The Regiment is now 21 years founded and I am most proud that I was 
sent to Co. Galway to do a worthwhile job Way back in October 1959. 
I want to thank and I just cannot thank them too much, the Offrs. NCOs 
and men of :the P.D.F. who travelled with me and who -guided the guns 
that trundled their noisy way over the Shannon and on through 
Aughrim' s slopes to the western sea so long ago. 	Thank you Comdt. 
Martin Greaney, Comdt, Liam Donnelly, Comdt. Liam O'Coinne. Without 
the fine body of NCOs too we just could not have managed. Very good 
they were. None better. 	Some of them were and in no special order: 
GeMS. or Sgt. Pat Shanahan, Ed Columb, Fred Smith, ieich Gander, ?rank 
Cassidy, Barney McGuire, Tom Durnin, Jos. Connaughton, Tom Yuldoon, 
John Gavin, 4 Early, M. Minogue, J. Connors and J. Reilly. 

Finally, I would say to all in 5 Field Artillery Regiment: You are a 
fine organisation, you have prospered under many Officers Commanding, 
you will continue to make progress and don' t ever forget that you 
belong to a tine tradition going back in this Century to the Irish 
Volunteers of 1913 whose blood stained uniforms from 1916 onwards 
gave Ireland a new pride and inspired the Nation of today to face a 
new and glorious future. 

Ar Dheis e go raibh na baill ata innithe ar sli an -.iirinne. Ar 
Aghaidh dibh go 2001 agus an tarna 21 adh  e 

- 	- 	- 	- - - - 	 - 	- - 	- -- e 	 _ 	 _ 
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The proudest memory of my life is that of my association with the 
Volunteer Porce of 3outh (aiway in its various aspects from 1940 to 

1947. 

It all began in June 1940 with the formation of the Local Defence 

Force and at its formative meeting I was elected leader of the 
Peterswell-Castledaly - Kilchreast Company. 	In August 1940 the 
country was divided into districts and I was elected District Leader 

of the Gort Battion F.C.A. I was then twenty-nine years of age. 

The district comprised ten parishes 
- Gort., Shanaglish, Tubber, 

ilbeacanty, Peterswei:L, Ardrahan, Kinvara, Ballindereen, Clarinbridge, 
Kilchreast and Craughwell. 	These oarishes all had sub-divisions 
as in the case of Kinvara which was known officially to us as Kinvara-
Dooras. 

The district corresponded with the Diocese of Kiimaduagh and the 
more ancient kin. dam of Aidhne, 	It was also the area comprised by 
the Gort Garda District and the late Supt. illiam O'Halloran who did 

trojan work while the area was under his control. 

Early in 1941 the L.D.F. came under hrmy Control and the tort 
battalion became part of the East Galway area with Comdt. Tim 

Considine, the Gort Postmasterm who was recalled to the Colours in 1939 
as Area Officer. 	He is still remembered with esteem and affection 
and resides near the Curragh Camp. 

Althouh small in area it is ofricially on record that percentage 

vise the tort district contributed the largest number of men to the 
F.C.A. 	It was remarkable, too, for the enthusiasm of its members 
and in the early days of 1941 over 600 members from a roll call of 
637 cycled to Galway to take oart in the Ereat parade of the Volunteer 
Forces of west Galway area. 

Nhen the tlas were presented to the District, and its various 
companies in I93, a parade of 997 officers and men out of a complement 
Of' 1003, marcied through the town to the strains of the Battalion 

over 



Pipers Band trained by BarMater Eddie Treston. The salute was taken 

by the late Cal. Felix McOorley, O.C. Western Command  who also 

presented the colours to the various units. 

In 1946 the L.D.F. was disbanded and its place was taken by the 

Forse Cosanta Aiticula (r.C.A.) and many of the familiar faces 

disappeared t'roinur ranks. 	They left behind them, however, a 

tradition of patriotism and comradeship that has animated the volunteer 

forces of this district ever since. 

The Gort Battalion 	to give it its new title, once again became 

part of the West Galway Area with myself as Battalion O.C. and L. 

Paddy Fahy as 2nd in command. 	Our Area Officer was Comdt. Sean 0' 

Connor whose tragic death in December 1956 is still remembered with 

sorrow by all who had the honour to serve under Mm. He was succeeded 

by Comdt. Pat uin1an whose heroic stand at Jadoville in the Congo 

peace operations until overwhelmed by vastly superior forces brought 

honour to Irish arms. 

Two notable requisitions to the Battalion during this period was John 

Murray of Gort, and Toddle Byrne of Kinvara who rapidly attained the 

rank of Lieutenant and who now uide the fortunes of the unit with: 

zeal and ability. 

For the thirteen years of its existence the (-ort Battalion held the 

honoured place in the Western Command. 	In shooting competitions and 

in Platoon competitions it was never out of the first seven, places 

and one our our proudest moments came when in the Commend Shooting 

Competition our team was beaten out of first place by a single point. 

In 1959  the High Command decided to integrate the FC.A. with the 

Regular Army and the County Galway Units became part of the Fifth 

Brigade under Col. Paddy Kerins, a fine soldier and comrade. 	The 

50th Battalion(G•alway), the Tuarri Battalion, and the 0ort Battalion were 

amalgamated as the Fifth Field trtiliery Regiment 	the 50th Batt. 

becoming the 4th Battery(25 pounder), the Tuam and Cart Batt. becoming 

the 13th and 7th, 	heavy mortar batteries respectivly. 	Our 

Regimental Commander was that very fine soldier, 0omdt. Johnny Kane, who 

very soon created a wonderful spirit of comersd.erie among the three 

units. 	Our training officer was that most energetic and agreeable 

young Lieutenant Liam 01 0011fle, our battery Instructor was Sgt. Tom 

Muldoon, a first cla•s instructor, and the inimitable 3.ç..S. Fred 

Smyth did the office iork,store keesirlE,and. all the tasks that keep 

a unit in good heart. 
0ver 



The changeover from infantry to artillery was painful in some respects. 

Many of our most able N.C.O's and three star privates felt that learning 
the mysteries of artillery would be beyond them, and that they, hither 

to looked up to by their comrades, would "lose face". For some six 

months I spent my nights calling on those men who more or less said 
that they wished to resign and succeeded in getting many of them to 
stay on 	I also spent a great deal of time seeking out likely 
recruits and was successful in replacing much of our losses in numbers. 

Incidentally all Battery Commanders had been promoted to the rank of 
Commandant and the 2 i.c.'s to the rank of Captain. 	John Murray and 

Toddle Byrne, although not yet commissioned, acted unofficially as 

Officers and instructors and did excellent work in putting the battery 
on its feet. 

It was an exciting period for all of us. 	Once again we felt we were 

making history and added to that was the fact that we belonged to an 
elite corp. the artillery. 	We all walked tall. 

All too soon, however, we lost much of our swagger as the time for 
annual training loomed up, and we were informed that we would be posted 

to the Glen of Imaal where we would fire our beloved mortars for the 

first time. Surely we felt, the Army must be mad to expect us to fire 

at - and hit- targets after a scant eight months of artillery training. 

Eventually the Regiment arrived at Coolmoon.ey House and Camp in the Glen 

of Imasi, and were made heartily welcome by the late Col. Dalton, Col. 

Mattlmoe, Capts. Kavanagh and Ryan, and the Late Dr. O'Connor. We had 

often heard of the "Spirit of the Glen" and here we found a spirit of 

friendship and comradeship that enveloped us like a cloak. 	The three 
Battery Commanders, the Late Comdt. Sean Cullinane, of the 4th, Comdt. 

Tom Higgins of the 13th, and myself were old comrades and friends while 

the geniality of Comdt. Kane soon bonded the young officers together, 

and it was a joy to us older men to see how they mingled together in 
work and sport. 

Impromptu concerts and sing-songs made the evenings enjoyable, and our 

days were filled with work, hard work which was rewarded with such 

excellent shooting that officers and men of all three batteries, from the 

most senior officer to the most junior private felt like veterans of a 
crack regiment. 

The training camp at Glen Imaal in 1961 was notable for one event. The 
Swiss Government had heard with interest of our Army's experiments in 

S * S . • over 



integration, and. was anxious to see the results as its own army consists 

of a small number of regular troops and a large volunteer force. 	As 

we set up our guns in the early morning we were suddenly visited by some 

members of our General Staff together with the Swiss Charge dTkffaire, 

himself a Colonel of artillery, and a staff of Swiss military officers. 

de found that we were to take orders from these later. 

All through a long and arduous day the three batteries fired at targets 

selected by the observers and those of us who took part still look back 

with pride on the accuracy displayed and on the praise lavished on us 

that evening. 

The years passed., and with the promotion of our popular Comdt. Kane to 

the rank of Lt. Col. we were sent a new Regimental O.C. in the person 

of the late genial and efficient Comdt. Mickey Fitzsimons whose early 

death in 1978 saddened all who had the honour to know him. May God 
rest his gentle soul. 

In 1966 I transferred to Dublin and was succeeded as battery Commander 

by the late Comdt. Paddy Fahy, like myself a schoolteacher. 	He had been 

an officer of the Gort units since the days of the 1940,  and had riven an 

example of zeal, comradeship, and loyalty which inspired all who were 

privilaged to serve with him. God grant him eternal rest. 

The present Battery Commander is Comdt. John Murray ,with Capt. Toddle 

Byrne as 2 i.e. 	ny battery would be privileged to have two such officers. 
The rresent O.C. of the 5th Arty. Regiment is Comdt. J. Hall and he has 

struck up a very happy relationship with all the officers of the three 

batteries. 	The 7th Battery has two fine young officers in Lieut. 

Dermot O'Cormor and Maurice Cotter and the officers N.C.O's and men 

have reached a very high standard of efficiency. 

During annual training last ugust in Glen Imaal the Battery won the 
"Mick , uinn Perpetual Trophy" and also the coveted title of "Premier 
Battery. 

I will close the history of the South Galway district volunteer force in 

its various manifestations as F.D.F., 	and kield Battery during t 

past forty years 'ith the wish that the members will continue to maintaii 
in the future the qualities of loyalty, diligence, and efficiency which 

has made the unit so respected in our Irish ,,-rmy. 	cod. Bless them all, 
and their patriotic work. 
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This year the Fifth Field Artillery Regiment comes of age in its 
twenty first year of existence. 	The Fourth Battery with its H.. 

in Galway is proud that it is one of the three Batterys of the 
Regiment. 	These twenty one years have not passed without leaving 

craters to mark the passing of each successive year. Nobody can deny 

that the 1959 "Integration - when the Regiment was formed - was 

momentous if not mortiferous when so many of our comrades were posted 

to other Units such as Engineers or Transport. 

Today Comdt. Sean Cullinane - a pharos among F.C.. men - who became our 

Battery Commander (B.C.) at that time, has passed away to his final 
reward. 	Capt. Hubre Broderick has retired after many long years 
of service. 	Regular staff have come and gone also Col. J.?. Kane 

our first Regimental Uornmander, Lt. Cal. Griffin, Comdt. Pat rarrell, 
Comdt. Liam Lavin, Capt. John MoG-linchey, BMb Ned Collumb,BcMS 

Tommy urnin, Sgt. Johnny Gavin, and last but not least our first 

Regimental Sgt. Major John O'Connor, who could pirouette on any 

barrack square; we are clad to know he is still fit and well. when 

it came to preparation for Guards of Honur John was in a class of 

his own. Comdt. Martin Greaney also is still going strong. 

There have been many other changes. 	The battery has become more 
ambitious in its operations down through the years. 	In the first 
few years when we went to fire artil1ry pieces in the Glen of Imaal, 

we were content to bring the weapons into oosition any Old way at all 
and then concentrate on the firing as:.ects. 	This is no longer the 
position. 	Today the Battery deolays properly as part of a Regiment 
by going through the various stages laid down for such an exercise. 
This in fact means that every gunner: must know his job and be fully 
competent as regards his apointrnent. 

Actual artillery shoots' too have become more ambitious. Battery 
shoots are no longer the mainstay of oUr Firing ProEramme. 

. . * . . over 



We have been firing Regimental shoots for some years now, which means 

bringing artillery fire to bear on a particular target by simultaneous 

engagement ising three firing units from different gun positions, vie 

have also used helicopters to survey targets and have also done limited 

air/op artillery work. 	This year to mark its birthday the Regiment 

is in the process of an Artillery Night Shoot - Regimental - which is 

far removed from a day battery shoot. 

For some ZVears we have made our annual pilgrimage to the Ulen but the 

Battery has visited other training locations also, Finner Camp, Mullingar, 

Kildare, and Dublin. 	Every gunner gathers his own memorable items 

as the years go by. 	We remember the various changes both important 

and nugatory. 	Aanks have changed, new weapons were acquired and 

shirts and ties were issued. The latter may seem an otiase mention but 

those gunners who remember performing (-un Drill in the summer heat of 

Coolmooney Camp or running line from the Gun Position to the O.P. in 

heavy chokenecked "builswool' uniforms know the importance of this 

change. 

The unit has been represented in many competitions including the 

All Army on various occasions. 	In 1.073  a team won the Artillery Corps. 

Gustav sub-machine gun competition which included both regular Army 

and FOA firers. 

n ex-member of our parent unit the 50th Inf. Bn (FCA) became Minister 

for Defence, Mr. Robert Molloy, and in 1978  this unit provided a Guard 

of Honour for him. 	This was a singular occasion for the unit. 

This year the 4th Battery provided a Guard of Honour for Mrs. Maura 

Geoghegan uinn who thus became the first woman Cabinet Minister to 

inspect a military Guard of Honour since this state was founded 1 The 

Officer of the &uard vas Lt. Gerry Murphy and It. Eamon Brennan was 

colour bearer. 	(Lt. Brennan' s brother Senator beamus Brennan was also 

a member of the unit at one time). Of course the Minister's husband is 

also an ex-member of the Regiment 	In 1979  Peter Cubbard was 

promoted to the rank of Regimental Sergeant Major which is the highest 

rank which can be filled by any hon-commissioned Officer, Regular Arm 

or 

The last year has again brought many far-reaching changes. 	he 

Bri:ade structure which existed since 1959  has been set aside. 	e are 
now told that the F.C.A. is uon  its own". 	Prior to this change, the 

Linister for Defence, Wr. Molloy and Senior army Officers met a 

representative group of F.C.A. Officers in the Curragh Camp. 	An open 

frank discussion took place. 	This may seem to some to be a strange 

over 



outre way of operating any army, but surely in such a situation where 

one is dealing with a voluntary body of people a little democracy would 

not be amiss. imong the farrago of rumours doing the rounds prior to 

this meeting was one that all F.C.A. Corps units were to be disbanded. 

This would have been a terrible waste of resources as rumour also had 

it that it was not just a case of the shibboleth of competency but 

rather an across the board decision. 	However reason, logic, and 

common sense triumphed in the final analysis. Provided now that the 

resources of cadre and equipment are made available this change could be 

a very good trend. 	F.C.A. units should strive to be in a position 

where F.C.A. personnel are fully engaged in their own training and 

administration. 	This year all F.C.A. competitions are being carried 

out and administered by F.C.A. Personnel and While this can make heavy 

demands on units it is nevertheless a welcome change 3rovided each unit 

accepts its fair share of such work. 	This year the Fourth Battery ran 

the All Army Gustaf Competition. 	It is not hood enough to complain 

about lack of expertise if the personnel themselves do not strive for an 

acceptable level of competency in whatever appointment they hold. Some 

units hold courses for leader training and sucb courses are of immense 

value. 	The Regt. Commander Comdt. Mall held such a course for officers 

of the Regiment from Sept 1975  to April 197 	his was most beneficial. 

Now a course is to be held for F.C.A. officers in the Military College 

this summer. 	Let us hone that this will be the first of many courses 

at all levels. 	Let us also see if corresoondence courses could not 

be utilised more. 

Other changes are also on the way. 	The present tunic is to be 

re1aced with one similar to the egular Army. 	The officers tunic 

has already been changed. 

Corndt. John Hall who came to us in 1975 has shown that his heart is in 

the correct place as far as the F.C.A. is concerned. 	ihile he demands 

results at all levels he has always shown himself more than willing 

to give his professional tutelage whenever this was required. 	se 
are all sorry to note at this time that Lr. Cal, kick Fitzsimons whO 

spent many long years as Regimental ommander has assed away. 	kay 
he rest in peace. 

Gunners of this battery have rired many artillery pieces in t-'rit last 
few years, the 25 pdr. Gun howitzer, the 4.5 howitzer, the zirench 75 

and the 18 pdr. 	Other gunners have operated the technical 

equipment necessary ror artiilry ark. 

V S * S • • • ove r 



Signallers have operated line and wireless equipment and other -still 

have become involved in the more mundane though. no less important work 

of administration. Many gunners have long service behind them at this 

time. 	Sgt. Martin Kane from Maree has already LiO years service . 

One can find ex-gunners in many parts of the world today. 	Some have 

joined other forces or became doctors or architects, builders or 

businessmen, priests or politicians, shop assistants, or factoryworkers., 

but it is often surprising when one encounters one such gunner that he 

will still speak with fondness of' the years he spent with the Battery 
and boast that he can still remember the sequence of laying, how to 

plot an artillery board or set up a radio net. 

Our first twenty-one years may not have been "action packed" but they 

certainly did not lack colour or variety. May the next twenty-one 

be just as momentous. 

HWY MOTh& 	13 ?TTY N.CPS 	MRY 1980 - 
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As a result of the 1.959  Army re;organisati.on, the 13th Heavy 
iortar battery was established with its H.(. at Tuajn, with sub 
units at Glenamaddy, Uorofin,Miltown and Dunmore. 	This of course 
was a major challenge as artillery was a completely new area 
for the ex-Tuam battelion infantry men . The first training Officer 
to be appointed was Capt. Liam Donnelly a men of endless dedication, 
assisted by BçMS Barney Maguire and Sgt. Paddy Shanahane - a true 
professional - with a language all of his own when things went wrong 

Also on the scene at this early stage aas a very young and green 
Tommy Gavin, now 'BMS second to none. Another likable character 
was the ever jovial Peter Shaughnessy a man about which my tales 
abound. By saving the good wine to last we must mention Cpl. Joe 
Connaughton, an institution in his own right - and fondly known 
as the Colonel.. 

This staff worked long and hard to produce a battery of the highest 
standards. 

Naturally the F.C.. personnel took up the challenge and with Comdt. 
T. Higins at the helm assisted by Gartain.s T. Joyce, P. O'Gara, 
F. Marron(GTiddler) t.I.P. and Lieuts. J. O'Brien, J. Burke, and a 
young Vincent Gaffney. 	Capt. C. Burke became the mainstay of the 
shooting teams while Capt. flunkett Marron became Battery Commander 
on the retirement of omdt. Higgins. Plunkett died two years ago, 
a true gentlesen and fine officer. Over the years there were many 
fine NCO's including Joe uiland, Paul O'Hora, S. Tierney and 
P. Brennan. 

	

	number of famouB names passed through the Battery 
as for example Marc. Kilillea, the present Junior Minister at the Dept. 

and Of course Noel Tierney Galway' a greatest full back. 
Members i.,ere also "lost" to the &ardai, the Cadets, and to the 
Priesthood. 	In the early 1970 the older NCO' a retired and a new 
crowd came to the force Sgt. Liars Ainsworth joined the P.D.F. staff 
during this eriod, as did the eresent BS Johnny Kelly who rapidly 
rose through the ranks. Around him was built up an excellent body of 
NO's who ere now the care of the Unit, and they include Sgt. Morley, 
Dooley,Doherty, Lyons, and Tannion. 	however with the experience of 
older times behind them, Sgt. ?adgh Mullins a crack LMG man and Sgt. 
frank Hession a marksman with the rifle are a tremendous advantage 
to the battery. ihey  certainly set the standard for the young 
corporals with their high standards and excellent attendance. 

Lastly Uomdt. Tom Whoulihan and Gaot. Vincent Gaffney are two very 
active officers with the 3atter and they yearly guide it to the 
standards required for the live firing :actices in the Glen of 
£ma. 
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he greatest rcsour 	of an ' 	untt is an endless supply of recruits. 
he 13th BabLery .-rea is well endowed ;iith seiaools which rrovide recruits 
f a very high standard,, 	Ev inati].lin d:i seth.1 toe into the youth of 

;he area,the 13th Battery is providing a useful and indeed an essential 
service to the Communtty. 	It or€oars them tar Leadership by exposing 
;hem to the resoiisioiiity, which in turn °Leaa,a to maturity. 

he future may nold many uL'ori5s Uj.t the ith attery is cot ent that 
.t can meet all ona11nes and cont,in.Le to function in an efficient and 
Lseful ma-nner, 
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Firearms were perhaps first introduced into Ireland in 1•3 when the 
Earl of Kildare received a present from Germany of six muskets. 
By 1487 we read of one of the O'Donnells being killed by a "cannon" 
in some local skirmish and also in that year of Kildares use of 
Artillery against Bairoth castle. 

In 1495  heavy guns were used successfully against the beseigers 
of Waterford. By 1500 the use of i'irearms of all sorts was quite 
common if only reserved for those few Chiefs who could afford them 
and of course the troops of the English King. 

The fact that artillery had been introduced to he country greatly 
favoured the Enp.lish in their efforts to establish a oermanent 
conquest. No castle could now hope to stand up to a heavy 
bombardment. Edenderry, the stronghold of the O'Connors of Offaly 
was reduced in a day in 1521.  Maynooth the great stronghold of the 
Kildares had a breach opened in its walls after five days bombardment 
and the Castle was taken by storm in 1535. 

No matter how strong the Castle or how well its defences were organised 
If the beseigers were equipped with artillery those defending could 
have little hope. The native Irish had no artillery worth the 
name. 	During the nine years war they proved unable to take any 
major town and stormed only a few Castles, oreferring to rely on 
blockade tactics. 	Ti:is was a factor in the defeat of kiuth O'Neill 
during this war. 	The Cromwellian Wars saw the extensive use of 
artillery in the storming of Drogheda, Wexford, and other places. 
Only at Olonmel did Cromwell suffer a major reverse and this was due 
to the failure of the artillery to keep pace with his advancing 
troops. 

The Nilliamite /ar of 1089-91  saw the Jacobite Irish lacking in 
artillery of note, 	11 or this reason they Were unable to capture 
Derry and Enniskillen. 	The seige of Derry can be described as a 
mere blockade with no attempts bein made to carry the city by 
storm. 	This war is also noted for the defences of Limerick(twice) 
of the Bridge of Athlone and the famous dash to BAllyneety by 
Sarfield where the Williamites heavy artillery was destroyed. 

After the 'i/ar 1reland remained in a miserable state for some time. 
Eventually the wretchedness of the people and the American and French 
revolutions combined to cause the great rebellion of-1798. 	The most 
celebrated of the Irish side were the Wexford men. 	.2jv--n their 
enemies attest to their amazing courage in the face of fire. These 
badly armed and untrained rebels were seen to charge right up to 
the mouth of cannons so that they might make use of their pikes. 
One story is told of how, at New toss, a rebel ran up to an enemy 
cannon and stuffed his wig down the muzzel thinking that this could 
cause the gun to explode in the faces of its users. 	Irish kno,iledge 
of artillery not being wha.t it is today, he was himself blon to 
pieces. 	Also at New :oss tne rebels managed to ca;ture a Cannon, 

over 



but lacked the knowledge to use it. 	They forced a orisoner to start 
firing the piece into the town. 	However he deliberately aimed too 
high merely knocking the eave off a house with no effect on the soldiers 
below. 	He turned around to his captors and said ("Isn't that a fine 
shot"), (Yes ) one replied ("But here is a better one)  and he shot the 
erring gunner dead. 

The 1916 eising saw,  the use of lirtillery by the British to reduce the 
Insurgents position - half Dublin being destroyed in the process. The 
Var of Independence saw little opportunity for the use of heavy guns 
by the British .rmy and their auxilaries - the Nationalists proving 
elusive targets. 'he most famous episode of the Jivi1 War was the 
bombarding of the Four Courts. The artillery used by the Government 
was borrowed for the occasion from their erstwhile enemies, the rItish. 
The guns apeared to have been less than cornpetantly handled as several 
of the sheeTs landed in the gardens of the ViceegaI Lodge now Arus 
an i.Jachtarain. 	Since then artillery has not seen action in this country 
but doubtless we will see its use at some fature occasion. 
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The Chinese Government bought ten 
Boeing 707 jets from the United States. 

, 	
Curious as to why they also ordered four 
spare engines for each, Boeing 	7± 	3'. 	 M vLH 

7 	investigated and discovered that Chinese 
I 	 technicians have built their own 707, 	INIF NG 	p _(P, AJ t 

copying the Boeing down to the last 
detail. Almost. The Chinese failed to 	Y. 
establish the plane's centre of gravity. So 
now they have a jet that roars up and 
_-1_._.._ *t_,. 	 U.,.- .,n.,'-  'I,, 
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Dear Reader, 

I trust you found overleaf a selection of the widely accalixned( sic) 
criticisms of Phelim acGillacuddy' a new book "Porter-my battlefield" 
(Guinness and MacPhersons) which is now in the shops. 

Enclosed please find chapter 567, which can be reproduced if so desired 
without contacting the copywright holder. 

We hare you enjoy it. 

Yours in books, 

Madeline le Trois-Poissons 
(Secretary) 

Press Release compiled by Headfeld, .Dirkewood  and Trois-Poissons, 
registered practitioners in Public Relations, Old Clyde Rd. Havesham 
Common, atford. 	egistered office at Viarage Cottages, anashelmere, 
Lake District. 

(Licence :ranted by Watford Magistrates Court). 

Typeset on Llandudno Original Press(hand-set) by Llandudno Press 
and publishing Group, Liat 5 C. cobblestone Avenue, Llandudno. 
Additional typesetting and lay-out by Chang Li. 
Main St. Drumcollogher, Republic of Ireland. 

(.k member of the Trois-Poissons Group). 



PRE,  SS 	RELEASE 

EMBARGO ..... 8/7/'8O -12 p.m. 

"In a strangly evocative way Phelim MacGillacuddy portrays what life 
is really like in the FCA, but more importantly he shows that that 
life doesn't necessarily have to be one totally devoted to the gun, 
homosexuality and discipline, but rather shows that a certain truth is 

inherently inherent". 

- -e Irish Tinker Review. 

"There is little doubt that MacGillacuddy's book is a major literary 
achievement, particularly (sic) when one considers that it was written 
in toto in Barney Dariens pub in Saithill". 

- Scarborough Champion. 

"Tnis book relates what is happening in Irish Societyneed not be 
condemned.... but rather in many ways it articulates the real problem 
in Irish society". 

- Fidelma O'Reilly writing in the Knights 
of Columbanus Yearbook. 

"TruLy an evocative story ...well written.., a masterpiece". 

- The Bookseller. 

", uite simply its a bloody great book. 

- Torn Forbes writing in the 
Publican and Vintner. 

" I was somewhat taken aback by many of the assumptions made in the 
book, particularly those relating to modern warfare.... I don't think 
its true to say every battle is fought and planned in a pub 
nonetheless a compelling narativeH. 

- General Malcolm l'roy-Gallipoli 
writing in the Just War Yearbook. 
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E can still remember that first Summer in the FCA - a Summer that 
as noted for its heat and lack of porter. I was only 17, but at that 
age realised that the Defence Forces and its various projects held the 
best chance for advancement in later life. 

Uthough I was 17, I was somewhat small for my age, and in build was 
nore akin to a throated heron that the fall bodied call of the American 
agle. 	While these comparision may seem somewhat incongruous, they 
tend to explain part of my desire in joining the FCA &nd for forfeiting 
two weeks in the Summer to drill in heatwave conditions. 

Firstly it should be noted that my main interest, nay my only interest, 
in adding my name to the FCA was in a desire to make money. I had 
.oped to earn enough to spend the rest of the Summer in easy enjoyment 
in Barney Dariens' public house on the road to Saithill, and it was 
fully with such thoughts of the creamy porter that Barney's wife, Maisie, 
poured that spurred me to abandon my Keats and Shelly - I was a noted 
follower of the Romantic poets - and enlist for two weeks. 

Prior to joining, I knew, contrary to what many of my contemporaries 
1aimed, that the FCA would not be a "holiday with say". 	At the time, 
and even now, I avoided any form of thysical exercise, not from any in-
structions from the doctor - far from it indeed as my doctor 
onatant1y urged me to take up some outdoor pursuit, and stop languishing 
in Barney's hostelry - but rather from an abject and somewhat articulated 
aatred of fresh air and its exponents. 

3utfice it to say thst I visited Renrnore Barracks on that first day 
vith a conscious desire to have the two weeks completed as q.uickly as 
Dossible. 	In that sense my manner of joining was totally un- 
3atisfactory, but with Barney, and, indeed, Maisie, urging me to take 
ip some interest other than the Romantic poets and porter, I felt 
Btrangely even morally bound to comply. 

Aooking back on those two weeks now, I often contemplate on how 
.iscip1ined and ordered a life it was. 	I had been used to the 
'ree-ranging and carefree atmosphere of Barney a and the uncontrollable 
liversion6 of my home, while in the FCA there was what one might cal]. 
'ordered chaos". 	However it was not all so, and among the memories 

still retain from that opening two weeks was the calm before reveille. 
Lnd the chaos at its sounding. 

Lost of us that summer had little experience of what the FC was about, 
)ut thankfully it didn' t tace us too great a time to discover and 
va1uate the experience. 	There is little doubt that the constant 
arcring and drilling appeared then to oe o little ceriefit, and the 
Liscipline somewhat overbehring, but it was only later that one came 
•o appreciate what a character-forning infLience it had. 

yen now as I sit here in Driens' pub, *ith the television talking to 
tslf in the corner, and tne afternoon sun throwing a eculiariy cloudy 

......over 



look to my pint of porter, the experience or that first Summer in the 
FCA is aopareflt. 	For a start Barney has far more respect for me since 
I became acquainted with a gun, and know the rudiments of drill and 
exercise; he has also tended to fill my glass with a greater haste 
since I appeared in his doorway in uniform prior to last year's St. 
Patrick's Day parade. 

"Ah, the uniform looks grand on ye Phelim", he gestured. 	" And sure 
what woman worth her fried rashers wouldn't take you down by the prom 
as her very own". 

Even Maisie was strangely articulate: "Well declare to God if it isn't 
the fighting man himself, in his green, the colour of God's grass and 
patriotism". 

And she added, as she topped up my pint; "Declare to God if there 
isn't more sense in you now, and you once hiding in the corner with those 
nightingale poets". 

Since then, I have returned each Summer to the force, finding in it a 
certain affinity with the existence that I now lead. Although I no 
longer read the romantic poets, I still have some interest in poetry, 
browsing occasionally throug h the works of Austin Clarke between 
Company, or thumbing through the collected poems of I.H. Auden; but the 
hostility that I had engendered by my presence in the bar no longer 
remains, and I no longer have to remain silent upon a stool in Dariens. 
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I suppose I first noticed it five years ago, the mood which comes 

over the young and not so young men of bouth Galway as August 
approaches. 	The first sign is to be noticed in a certain 
establishment in Jack's - which is frequented by more and more of 
the said younk men talking business i.e. the ladies are not invited. 
the next sLn is that approx six of these young men be in to wheeler-

deal at a terrific rate and phases such as "not a hope, his mine" can 
be overheard. 	The third and confirmative sin is the nonaicholic 
glazed look which comes over most faces present. 

iVith this insight into the symptoms of the mood, any GPO worth his 
salt knows that tiGlenitisli has struck - a strane malody which causes 
men to abandon jobs, relationships both temporary and permanent and 
the normal run of the mill worries of life for a full fortnight. 

Tales are told and retold of previous shoots, Mortars are spoken 
of reverently and the abilities of the other two batteries slaughtered 
by word and proposed deed. 	Numbers' 1. get their crews together 
teach them 'new' shortcuts to quicken reaction times, confidently 
suggest the shock which will fall on the other crews and finally 
threaten the crew with the most ungodly retaliations should they 

forget what they have been taught. :cecruits at first cannot grasp 

the depth of this affliction - cannot comprherid the terrors of two 
weeks army cooking, the rigors of a forced march to Fintans, the 
difficulties involved in gettin-: a dance at a Disco in Donard or the 
sheer bliss of being part of a good crew in the 'best' battery. 

So at the end of the trainim. year, in mid July, the uPO looks back 
at the years trajnin& (never enouh) then heads off to Jacks on a 
Saturday night to determine the state of his battery. An you know my 
friends, it is with reat confidence and a glazed look on my face that 
I say " 2 Bty ready, over" 
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Some men can steal victory Irom almost 
certain defeat. Major General Ambrose 
Burnside normally Drogre seed in the 
opposite direction. No advantage, 
numerical or tactical, was so great 
that Burn&ide could not throw it away 
in seconds. During the American 
Civil 'ar t3urnside had 12,000 troops 
at his disposal at the battle of 
jAntietam. He overcame this advantage 
by ordering them to march in single 
file across an exposed bridge upon 
which enemy guns, were trained in large 
numbers. Later he learned the river was 
only waist deep and could have been 
forded without danger at any point. 
Some time later he planned to dynamite 
a trench along whieb his mn could run 

in safety into the middle 
of the enemy camp. -s the 
smoke was cleerri.irig,his 
men ran in only to find 
they couldn't climb out 
again at the other end 
a large loss resulted. 
The President on hearing 
of this aad Only 
Burnside could have managed 
such a cour,.vringing one 
last spectacular defeat 
fromthe jaws of victory. 
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MURPHY'S LAWS: 
There 	are 	many 	collections 	of - 	 - 	 — - 

Murphy's Laws, each a series of related gEMR0EIT 	W/YTCY-/ WN6 	YOUR 	7"VO, 
OI OY J/7 M/6L7 J' MA IV /  or inevitable effects arising from the 
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original. Among them are: 
—Nothing is ever as simple as it seems. - 

—When 	left 	to 	themselves, 	things W//47S 7/16 CU.5///6.5 7 ../O5 /N /?A1 	O 	77/5 V/O/1DS 

always go from bad to worse. /A//E'1C6 	0//C6R 	/4' 7116 	/R/.rN 	'71E'MY 

—If an instruction can possibly be 
misunderstood, 	it 	will 	be 
misunderstood. A 	70.0066R 	Q/-O /1/S 	/?7Nt-R SY .-4N1/OVCI,VG 

—Nature always sides with the hidden ONE t7.4 Y 7//Q T 	WA S ClO IA/c 70 /O/A/ 7W6 ARAl Y 

flaw. It is impossible to make anything 
' "YOUR "B 	YOU C4/T "/D H/Sf 	7N5R 	A/V /A/4V7 

-1 roof hrmce fnn1s are sninipnictic "T//Ar.y R/6/17', /M rioiNc //V70 TWE 1/1 -IA/7W) /1 

THE IRISH BANKING LAW: 
In order to get a loan, you must first 

prove that you don't need it. 

SIMON'S LAW: 
— 	 Everything put together sooner or 

later falls apart. 

~ = r--::4 	 SMOKER: 
DHAWAN'S LAW FOR THE NON-

The cigarette smoke always drifts in 
the direction of the non-smoker 
regardless of the direction of the breeze. 
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he British contribution to this 
category was the No.74 hand 
grenade, known as the sticky bomb. 
It had an adhesive coating which 
enabled it to stick to the side 
of an enemy tank. But it also 
enabled it to stick to the floor, 
which was generally what happened. 

Once stuck,the soldier had a 
considerate five second delay in 
which to extricate himself. 
v(;ri if he succeeded,only a 
practised shot putter could hope 
to lob the four and a halt pound 
bomb far enough to ensure his 
own safety. 

s part of a training exercise 
near Portsmouth in 1947. The 
destroyer Saintes, was required 
to fire at a target pulled across 
its bows by the tug Buccaneer. 
It fired a shell,rnissed the target, 
and sank the tug. 

 

i paint scraper worth 30p 
was accidentally dropped 
into a torpedo launcher 
of the U.S. nuclear sub 
marine Swordsfish and jammed 
the cylinders loading piston. 
For over a week divers tried 
to free the piston while 
Swordafish was wateroorne 
but all attemots failed. 
She had to be dried docked 
and subsec:uent reoairs costed 
P,84, 000. 
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The Pipernans strike of 1978 made 7oossible one of the greatest 
animal rescue attempts of all times. 	Valiantly the Army 
had taken over emergency fire fighting and early in January 
they were called out by an elderly lady to retrieve her cat 
which had entrapped itself up in a tree. They arrived with 
impreseive haste, and in no time at all they had discharged their 
duty. 	The old lady was so ratefil that she invited each 
and every one of them in for tea. 

riving off later itb fond farewells completed, th/ inadvertently 
ran over the cat and killed it. 
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I would hate to see this occasion pass without throwing an eye 
backwards to whence we came. 	I don't mean that we should wallow 
in nostalgia, but rather that we remember with deep appreciation 
the mens from whom we inherited the Bullswool. 

e evolved from the 50th Battalion and there still serves among us 
an odd old KGU man as Bean Cullinane was wont to call us. 	The 50th 
Bn, was debatebly the best unit in the FCA, but certainly it contained 
some cff the better people in the Soldering world,and some of these 
moved into the 4th Bty. on integration. 

The name of Sgt. Brian Brennan springs to mind.,trainiflg Sgt. 
extraodiria.ire ,wi tout whom some of us still wouldn't know our cle 
from, our deas. 	O'Connor John - or Big John - as he was lovingly 
known was our first liSN, and he really was a Kingpin in the young 
Regt. 

How many of us remember 'Tich" O'Connor tlGalley9smith, Frank Mulvey 

Lt. Bob Tierney, Joe Fitzpatrick, or Tommy Fitzpatrick ? 

How about Tom Durnin ? How many of us can remember Dickie Byrne 
or Debby Molloy in uniform ? 

The list of names is long and no one head could remember them all - 
those who merely passed out and those who has rassed on. 	btanding 
orders, routine orders, are continuing formulae, but without the men 
to carry out these orders we would have no .egt. today,so I would 
as all gunners on the occasion of our 21st look back with pride 
and gratitude to the men from whence we sprang. 

GQftT I 	 TROOP 
	 1 963. 


